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American Horror Story
Double Feature Part 1: Red Tide Quiz 1

1. Harry Gardner, his pregnant wife Doris and their daughter Alma, travel from New York City to were,
for a 3-month trip?

2. What are the names of the famous erotica novelist and playwright, Harry meets in the local bar
called the Muse?

3. What is Harry suffering from that Austin offers him a cure for?

4. What is the name of the black pills that Austin gives to Harry?

5. At first hesitant to take the pills, who does Harry down one in front of following a phone call with
his agent?

6. When the effects of the pills work immediately, how long does it take Harry to finish his pilot?

7. Ursula, Harry's agent, notifies Harry that which subscription-based streaming service has bought his
show, and which actor wants to star in it for free?

8. What does Harry develop a thirst for, after taking the tablets?

9. What do the tablets turn the 'talentless' into?

10. What is the nickname of local woman Karen?

11. Which ex-child actor plays male prostitute Mickey?

12. Alma takes a pill that she has stolen from Harry's bag because she wants to master a difficult piece
on what instrument?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Provincetown, Massachusetts
2. Belle Noir and Austin Sommers
3. Writer’s block
4. The Muse
5. His daughter, Alma
6. 4 hours

7. Netflix and Joaquin Phoenix
8. Blood
9. Monstrous Pale Creatures
10. Tuberculosis Karen
11. Macaulay Culkin
12. Violi
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